PUSH-TO-TALK UNITS

CLASSIC C-C500
REMOTE SPEAKER MICROPHONE/PUSH-TO-TALK UNIT

Key Benefits
- Multi-purpose and rugged for the professional user
- Can be used with or without a headset
- Adapts any Classic Savox headset to your two-way radio
- Two large push-to-talk buttons
- Dustproof and water submersible (IP67)
- Rotating belt clip
- Ergonomic
- Optimal size

XG C-C1
REMOTE SPEAKER MICROPHONE

Key Benefits
- 2 large programmable push-to-talk buttons
- Status LED for added safety
- Excellent tactile operation
- Volume up/down button
- Alternates between Standard PTT function and Smart PTT function
- Wireless push-to-talk
- Superior audio quality
- Connections to HC-1/2 bone conductive headsets
- Audio routing button - mutes/unmutes internal speaker when headset is connected
- Emergency button programmable
- User configurable, microphone sensitivity control
- Savox QRS quick release connector for headsets
- Earphone 3.5mm jack connector

CLASSIC C-C550
REMOTE SPEAKER MICROPHONE

Key Benefits
- Allows remote operation of your two-way radio
- Robust and reliable push-to-talk
- Designed to be used when wearing heavy duty gloves
- Two easy to operate push-to-talk buttons
- Enhanced speaker audio
- Excellent tactile operation
- Dustproof and water submersible (IP67)
- Extensively environmentally tested
- Emergency button option (radio specific)
- Volume up/down button (radio specific)
- 360 degree rotating clothing clip
CLASSIC C-C400
PUSH-TO-TALK
COM CONTROL UNIT

Key Benefits
• Adapts any Savox headset to your two-way radio
• Extra large PTT button secures radio transmission in all situations
• Slim design
• Dust and water resistant (IP55)
• Large rotating clip
• Integrated headset jack

CLASSIC SR65M
PUSH-TO-TALK UNIT

Key Benefits
• Dustproof and water submersible (IP67)
• Rugged and reliable
• Easy to operate
• Interoperable with most radios
• Works with any PPE suit
• Intrinsically safe
• Large, easy to activate push-to-talk button

CLASSIC C-C440
COM-CONTROL UNIT

Key Benefits
• Large surface push-to-talk button secures radio transmission in all situations
• Easy to operate while wearing heavy duty gloves and other personal protection equipment
• Slim design
• Large 360 degree rotating clip
• Adapts any Savox Classic headset to your two-way radio via an integrated headset jack
• Dustproof and water submersible (IP67)
• Emergency button option (radio specific)
BONE CONDUCTION HEADSETS

**XG HC-1**
BONE CONDUCTIVE MICROPHONE HEADSET

**Key Benefits**
- Mounts in most types of helmet without tools
- Designed specially for digital radios
- Loud and clear audio quality
- Durable and lightweight
- Compatible with most breathing mask units
- Savox QRS rugged quick-release connector for headsets

**XG HC-2**
BONE CONDUCTIVE MICROPHONE HEADSET

**Key Benefits**
- With dual speakers for left and right ear
- Can be used with or without a headset
- Adapts any Savox headset to your two-way radio
- Two large push-to-talk buttons
- Dustproof and water submersible (IP67)
- Rotating belt clip
- Ergonomic and durable
- Optimal size

**CLASSIC HC-2**
HELMET-COM® BONE CONDUCTIVE MICROPHONE

**Key Benefits**
- With dual speaker
- Quick-release connector
- Especially suitable for fire and rescue tasks
- Unique fastening-strap system fits all helmets
- Mounts without any tools
- Light and compact
- Adapts to Savox C-C400/C-C500 Com-Control units

**CLASSIC HC-1**
HELMET-COM® BONE-CONDUCTIVE MICROPHONE

**Key Benefits**
- Dirt protected microphone
- Quick-release connector
- Especially suitable for fire and rescue tasks
- Unique fastening-strap system fits all helmets
- Mounts without any tools
- Light and compact
- Adapts to Savox C-C400/C-C500 Com-Control units
BEHIND THE NECK HEADSETS

XG L-H LIGHTWEIGHT HEADSET
Key Benefits
• Superior audio quality
• For behind the neck or helmet mount
• Lightweight
• Adjustable, flexible boom
• Helmet adapter option included

CLASSIC SIDEWINDER BEHIND THE NECK HEADSET
Key Benefits
• Rugged headset
• Robust and highly flexible boom
• Incorporates a noise cancelling microphone element
• Bendable steel headband over mounded with thermos plastic rubber for comfort and durability

CLASSIC L-H LIGHTWEIGHT HEADSET
Key Benefits
• Extremely lightweight (only 60g)
• Two-way communications for noisy environments
• Water and dustproof (IP54)
• Supreme comfort for extended wear
• Noise cancelling microphone making it suitable for noisy environments
• Easily adjustable for optimum fit
• Ideal for users who have to wear a helmet or hard hat
**CLASSIC N-C NOISE-COM PROFESSIONAL RADIO HEADSET**

**Key Benefits**
- Boom microphone
- For high-noise environments
- Fits all regular ear protectors with attachment system
- Quick-release connector
- Adapts to Savox com-control units

**CLASSIC MP-H MULTI-PURPOSE RADIO HEADSET**

**Key Benefits**
- Flexible boom microphone
- With noise protection
- All-round mounting system
- Quick-release connector
- Fits all types of headgear
- Adapts to Savox com-control units
- Replaceable hygienic windshield

**XG N-H HEAVY DUTY HEARING PROTECTOR HEADSET**

**Key Benefits**
- Extremely comfortable for long periods of time
- Superior audio quality
- Replaceable microphone boom
- Robust and durable
- Black and high visibility yellow color options
THROAT MICROPHONES

CLASSIC TALON THROAT MICROPHONE

Key Benefits
- Suitable for low and high noise environments
- Can be worn in applications that require face masks and/or protective suits
- Offers distinct whisper capabilities
- Used in combination with SR65M, SRVA and CSVA

CLASSIC T-M/T-C THROAT MICROPHONE / SPEAKER

Key Benefits
- Enables whispered communication
- Comfortable and sensitive throat microphone
- For high-noise environments and under protective suits
- Quick-release connector
- Flexible, washable neck band
- Adapts to Savox C-C400/ C-CS500 Com-Control units

WEARING AND USING A THROAT MICROPHONE

1. Secure throat mic strap around neck ensuring it is snug, yet comfortable and positioned to the Left or Right of the Mid-Point.

2. Move the mic element vertically and/or horizontally in small increments while talking to another user to find optimal position.

VOICE AMPLIFIERS

CLASSIC SRVA RADIO VOICE AMPLIFIER

Key Benefits
- Large, easy to activate push-to-talk button
- Waterproof and dust tight
- Rugged and reliable
- Easy to operate
- Interoperable with most radios
- Works with any PPE suit
- Can be decontaminated

CLASSIC CSV A VOICE AMPLIFIER

Key Benefits
- With throat or boom mic
- Waterproof and dust tight
- Can be washed and decontaminated
- Intrinsically safe
- No radio required
- Works with any PPE suit
- Rugged and reliable
- Easy to operate
Promate
Savox’s progressive line of wired and wireless accessories for mobile devices, such as feature phones, smartphones, tablets, and other LTE / 4G platforms. An affordable way for a variety of professional industries to increase communications and efficiency.

PROMATE BTR-155
BLUETOOTH REMOTE SPEAKER MICROPHONE

Key Benefits of Promate BTR-155 and RSM-30
- Superior audio quality, up to 100dB
- Dust and water resistant (IP55)
- Full duplex call capability
- Volume control
- Ergonomic & ruggedized
- Large buttons for use with gloves
- Rotating belt clip
- Compatible with all leading PTT applications
- Additional accessories like earphones and car mounting clip available

3.5mm headset connector

PROMATE RSM-30
WIRED REMOTE SPEAKER MICROPHONE

-80 hrs talk time
-90 hrs standby time

Push-To-Talk over Bluetooth

-30 hrs talk time
-240 hrs standby time
PROMATE SH-01
PROFESSIONAL RUGGED WIRED PTT HEADSET

Key Benefits
- Dustproof and water submersible (IP67)
- Comfortable tactile feel on the press button, easy to use even with gloves
- Full duplex call functionality
- Rugged design
- Toggle functionality with all leading PTT applications
- C-shaped earhook for secure and comfortable use
- Best fit to your ear by a 3-tiered earbud

PROMATE BTH-101
BLUETOOTH HEADSET

Key Benefits
- Push-To-Talk over Bluetooth
- 2 PTT buttons
- Dust and water resistant (IP55)
- Dual microphone and noise cancelling DSP solution
- Additional earbuds provided in-box
- Optional different shaped ear hooks available
- Can be used with goggles & glasses
**COVERT BASE UNIT**

Key Benefits
- Covert Wireless Kit with wireless Key Fob PTT
- Flat-pack or flexible TRX inductors
- Choice of Inductive Loop, Inductive Brooch, or Flexible inductor
- Available with quick disconnect radio interface
- Uses standard and sub-miniature wireless earpieces

**SEP 110 NECKLOOP MICROPHONE**

**SEP 120 BROOCH MICROPHONE**

Key Benefits of SEP 110 and SEP 120
- Separate barrel style PTT
- Inductive neckloop with built-in microphone
- Can be upgraded to provide tone generation for use in place of speech

**CLARITY INTERFERENCE FREE WIRELESS**

Key Benefits
- FCC approved covert neck-loop/microphone system
- Interference Free Wireless Covert Kit
- Comprising Neck Loop, In-Line PTT, Wireless PTT options available for some radios
- Available with quick disconnect radio interface
- Uses RCR7 wireless sub-miniature earpiece

**WIRELESS COVERT RADIO EARPIECES**

Key Benefits
- Available in standard and sub-miniature
- Option for light, medium, dark hues
- Automatic gain control
- Audible low battery indicator
COVERT CARRYING SOLUTIONS

UCH-100 COVERT VEST

ULLH-1 CALF HARNESS

UTH-1 THIGH HARNESS

SEP 190 EARBUD HEADSET WITH PUSH-TO-TALK CAPABILITY

- Earbud with rubberized adjustable loop
- Rugged in-line mic and push-to-talk

1-WIRE KIT
Key Benefits
- Listen only acoustic tube earpiece
- Kevlar reinforced cable as standard
- Quick disconnect acoustic tube

2-WIRE KIT
Key Benefits
- Same earpiece style as the 1 wire kit
- Mic/PTT with clothing clip
- Can be worn on the lapel or shirt cuff
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